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TuTu Goes Green teaches children how to live green through the wide-eyes of an adorable little
girl named TuTu. In TuTu Goes Green, TuTu explores the world of green living from a child’s
perspective, learning the meaning and importance of traditional “green” concepts like reduce,
reuse, and recycle while spreading the message that children can contribute to saving the
environment.In this fun and engaging book, children will learn that small changes to their daily
routines such as recycling old notebooks, turning out the lights and using reusable shopping
bags can play a huge role in helping the environment.

From the Back CoverAt a time when so much in the natural world is on the line, GIS-driven
mapping leads us to make more science-informed decisions about the myriad forces affecting
life on Earth. This third volume of GIS for Science focuses on biodiversity. The new collection
presents real-world examples of scientists creating the maps that are saving the planet,
documenting and helping protect biodiversity. The book’s contributors use GIS to fuse data
gathered through the collective lenses of global satellite observation, forestry, marine policy,
artificial intelligence, conservation biology, and environmental education. This volume introduces
several global action initiatives such as Half-Earth, 30 x 30, AI for Earth, the Blue Nature
Alliance, and the Sustainable Development Solutions Network. The stories in GIS for Science:
Maps for Saving the Planet are written for the professional scientist and conservationist and
anyone interested in learning about the intersection of technology and the conservation of
nature. The book’s contributors represent a cross section of scientists applying geographic data
gathered from the full spectrum of remote sensing and on-site technologies to help save the
planet. This data is brought to life using ArcGIS software, the ArcGIS Online cloud-based
system, and other spatial data science tools to support research, collaboration, spatial analysis,
and science communication across many settings and communities. These stories, along with
the book’s companion website, present GIS ideas and inspiration applied across many
disciplines that can aid in the effort to save planet Earth while there’s still time.-- Dawn Wright
and Christian Harder --This text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorEsri Chief
Scientist Dawn J. Wright is a professor of geography and oceanography at Oregon State
University. In 2007, the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching and the Council
for the Advancement and Support of Education named her US Professor of the Year for the
State of Oregon. She is also a fellow of the American Association for the Advancement of
Science and a new fellow of Stanford University's Aldo Leopold Leadership Program in science
communication. Her research interests include geographic information science; ocean
informatics and cyberinfrastructure; benthic terrain and habitat characterization; and the
processing and interpretation of high-resolution bathymetry, video, and underwater photographic



images. Wright received a PhD in physical geography and marine geology from the University of
California, Santa Barbara; an MS in oceanography from Texas A&M University; and a BS with
honors from Wheaton College in Illinois. She is also certified by the GIS Certification Institute as
a GIS professional (GISP). She coauthored several books for Esri Press, including Ocean
Solutions, Earth Solutions, second edition (2016).Christian Harder is a technology writer and
information designer at Esri. He is the author or coauthor of numerous books on GIS, including
Understand GIS, The ArcGIS Book (Esri Press, 2017) and The ArcGIS Imagery Book (Esri
Press, 2016).Pulitzer Prize winner--This text refers to the paperback edition.
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Ebook Library Reader, “Good vocabulary for young readers ! Excellent message. Excellent
themes! My kidd learned new vocabulary and then I had them write their own story of “going
green””

Keisha, “wonderful book!. Love this book! My two year old is learning so much about being good
to the earth!  From mothers everywhere, thank you, Tulani Thomas!”

Ebook Library Reader, “Excellent book! Easy to read and understand. Excellent book! Easy to
read and understand, I recommend anyone with children to purchase this book - also makes a
great Christmas/Birthday gift.”

StLSandy, “Living a Greener Life in Terms a Child Can Understand. Recycle, reuse, reduce - it's
how to live a greener life. Written for kids, this book explains each term and gives examples
children can follow at home - turn off lights when leaving a room, make pencil holders from cans,
reuse a water bottle, use only what you need.This is a great teaching tool, well written with
suggestions you can put to use right away. Your child can make small changes that will make a
big difference to the Earth.Tutu Goes Green makes a great library book too or a book for therapy
groups to use as a book to be read to the dog. Teachers can use it to jumpstart classroom
discussions.Written for younger children, it's a way to start a child on a lifelong awareness of the
environment. The illustrations are colorful and clear - children too young to read the words can
still follow along and be included in doing something important for the planet.”

Ebook Library Reader, “easy (& cute way) way to teach your young kids how to live a green life. I
read this book to both my 2 and 4 year old. My 2 year old was all about the illustration (very
cute!), whereas after reading the book just once, my 4 year old has asked me about reusing
cans a few times and checked all the lightbulbs in the house. He pointed out all the ways in
which we're green already. This book was perfect in teaching/reinforcing how to live a green life.
Tutu has become a staple name in our house now and it's never too early to start teaching your
kids how to be green.  I highly recommend this book to be part of your child(ren)'s library!”

ORJ, “Tutu Goes Green, for the Win!. I gave this book 5 stars for 3 reasons: (1) It introduces
elementary-age children to greener living using concepts and ideas they can understand; (2) It is
an inclusive story; Tutu and her family are of color, and her friends have different backgrounds;
inclusion is important for both children of color AND white children, and it is refreshing to see an
author who is mindful of this; and (3) Tutu has agency, even as a little girl: SHE helps her mother
shop, SHE conserves water, SHE plants a tree; it's important for our children to understand that
they can impact the world, even at a young age.My child is a little young (only 2) to understand
all the concepts, although she strongly identifies with Tutu, and can accurately describe what is



happening in each scene (i.e. "she's turning off the water!"), thanks to engaging illustration. I
hope to see follow-up books in which the plot revolves around 1 or 2 of the concepts, although I
hope any plot revolving around organic foods and products is about how Tutu can help make
organic items more accessible to the larger population, as right now it is largely limited to the
wealthier among us.”

Greg Gallagher, “My son loves Tutu Goes Green!!!. My son absolutely loves this book and he is
not even 3 years old yet. Tutu Goes Green is already instilling in my son, that we are responsible
for this planet,and need to be responsible stewards. Every night he has a choice of over 100
books and he has been running over and saying, "Tutu, Tutu."As a parent, you hope that you can
impart valuable life lessons to your children, and the lessons in this book are so important to me
and my family.If you are looking for a book that explains recycling, conservation and care for the
environment, this is a great starter book to engage your child and open up their mind to how we
can care for Mother Earth.I wholeheartedly recommend you read this to your kids!!!”

ProfessorMom, “A GREAT gift idea!! Children of all ages will benefit from this book!. Thank you
Tulani Thomas for writing this lovely children's book! I love this book just as much as my
children! This book is a great introduction to "green living." The illustrations are vibrant, and
TuTu is simply a charming character. Purchasing this book would be a great way to help your
children become more socially and environmentally conscious!! It would be a great addition to
any home or school library! My children are now giving ME pointers on how to live a more
"green" life!!  I would LOVE to see more of TuTu!!”

The book by Christian Harder has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 22 people have provided feedback.
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